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The Strange Genius of David Lindsay
1970

when james ogilvie arrived in america in 1793 he was a deeply ambitious but impoverished teacher by the time he returned to britain in 1817 he had become a bona fide
celebrity known simply as mr o counting the nation s leading politicians and intellectuals among his admirers and then like so many meteoric american luminaries afterward
he fell from grace the strange genius of mr o is at once the biography of a remarkable performer a gaunt scottish orator who appeared in a toga and a story of the united
states during the founding era ogilvie s career featured many of the hallmarks of celebrity we recognize from later eras glamorous friends eccentric clothing scandalous
religious views narcissism and even an alarming drug habit yet he captivated audiences with his eloquence and inaugurated a golden age of american oratory examining his
roller coaster career and the americans who admired or hated him this fascinating book renders a vivid portrait of the united states in the midst of invention

The Strange Genius of Mr. O
2020-12-11

strange genius is a collection of stories about people whose minds are beyond the ordinary included is the hard to find novel the new adam a surprising tale of homo
superior born among us the first of a new human race an evolutionary leap and a man whose mind is so different that he s an alien on his own planet also included are the
humorous van manderpootz stories about a scientific genius who wants everyone to know how great he is and several more of weinbaum s delightful tales of the human mind at
work

STRANGE GENIUS - Classic Tales of the Human Mind at Work Including the Complete Novel The New Adam, the 'van
Manderpootz' Stories and Others
2006-04

the strange genius of ignatius donnelly sheds light on the inimitable life of a neglected figure in american political and literary history father of american populism
lieutenant governor of minnesota people s party candidate for vice president popularizer of the shakespeare authorship controversy proponent of the atlantis theory and
author of bestselling speculative fictions ignatius donnelly 1831 1901 positively defies categorization called a crank and pseudoscientist by some and a genius by others
ignatius donnelly broke all the rules when skeptics said he was too green for politics he was elected minnesota s youngest ever lieutenant governor when they said a
politician who prized his irish heritage could never ascend to national office in a state dominated by conservative scandinavians he proved his critics wrong again as
zachary michael jack shows in the latter half of donnelly s remarkable life he generated more fame and infamy than he had as a combative congressman in an uncanny
reversal of the usual mid career doldrums donnelly turned political defeat into an opportunity for personal and professional reinvention remaking himself as a visionary
author and a champion of people first third party politics the man known by enemies and friends alike as the sage of nininger pushed through poverty and ignominious
defeat to introduce the masses to surprising theories about ancient civilizations world ending comets and cryptograms purported to reveal the true authorship of
shakespeare s plays at root the strange genius of ignatius donnelly reveals the story of a man unafraid to speak truth to power consequences be damned

The Haunted Man
1979

this carefully edited collection has been designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices h g wells 1866 1946 was a
prolific english writer of fiction works history and politics wells is called a father of science fiction table of contents a modern utopia ann veronica bealby in the
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days of the comet the chronic argonauts the first men in the moon the invisible man the island of dr moreau the new machiavelli the passionate friends the prophetic
trilogy the research magnificent the sea lady the secret places of the heart the soul of a bishop the time machine the undying fire the war in the air the war of the
worlds the world set free tono bungay when the sleeper wakes collections of short stories short stories a catastrophe a deal in ostriches a dream of armageddon a slip
under the microscope a story of the days to come a story of the stone age a tale of the twentieth century a talk with gryllotalpa how gabriel became thompson how pingwill
was routed in the abyss le mari terrible miss winchelsea s heart mr brisher s treasure mr ledbetter s vacation mr marshall s doppelganger mr skelmersdale in fairyland my
first aeroplane our little neighbour perfect gentleman on wheels pollock and the porroh man the empire of the ants the flying man the grisly folk the inexperienced ghost
the land ironclads the lord of the dynamos the loyalty of esau common the magic shop the man who could work miracles the man with a nose the moth the new accelerator the
new faust the obliterated man the pearl of love the presence by the fire the purple pileus the rajah s treasure the reconciliation the red room the sea raiders the star
the stolen body the story of the last trump the story of the stone age the temptation of harringay the thing in no 7

The Strange Genius of Ignatius Donnelly
2024-09-15

aurum has built up an extremely successful cricket list indeed nquestionably the best in london thanks to authors like derek birley ideon haigh and david rayvern allen
and superb books like mystery spinnernd a social history of english cricket now it re issues simon wilde sadically revisionist and acclaimed biography of one of the most
exotic andegendary cricketers ever to have played in england the sussex batsman andndian prince ranjitsinhji that ranjitsinhji was a peerless stroke playeroth for his
county and before that cambridge university is beyond dispute indeed he all but invented the late cut but as simon wilde reveals whatas not been so widely acknowledged is
how impecunious he was leaving arail of debts wherever he went how his overriding life s ambition was notricket but to become the princely ruler of the indian state of
nawanagar nd how thoroughly opaque his private life was simon wilde s previousricket book for aurum on hansie cronie and the

The Genius of H. G. Wells: 120+ Sci-Fi Novels & Stories in One Volume
2017-10-16

the genius of george bernard shaw is a criticism of george bernard shaw s work that explores his art aesthetics philosophy and revolutionary ideas shaw wrote his plays
raising and dealing with the problems of individuals families society nations and the world it is occasionally stated that shaw s support for totalitarianism grew out of
his frustration with nineteenth century liberalism which ineffectually culminated in a disastrous world war yet close analysis to two of shaw s major critical essays from
the 1890s shows that even then shaw expressed a desire for a ruthless man of action unencumbered by the burden of conscience to come on the scene and establish a new
world order to initiate the utopian epoch indeed further analysis of a number of plays from before the war shows the impulse to be persistent and undeniable shaw hated
disorder and he wanted to see society managed efficiently by a small caste of technocratic experts who were at the same time in karl popper s memorable phrase utopian
social engineers he had very little confidence in the average man and woman who could not work mentally at the same speed as the fabian executive committee his ideal of
what a ruling caste would look like shaw s ideal society what i am calling his utopian vision resembles plato s ideal city or comte s religion of humanity more than any
society that has presumably ever existed on earth this need for absolute order and control found many means of expression in both his life and work and was intricately
bound up with his longing for perfection this book is useful for world teachers students and research scholars in english in schools colleges universities all over the
world

Strange Brains and Genius
1998

erica grieder s texas is a state that is not only an outlier but an exaggeration of some of america s most striking virtues and flaws big hot cheap and right is a witty
enlightening inquiry into how texas works and why in the future the rest of america may look a lot like texas
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Ranji
2005

this thoughtful and beautifully written book demonstrates compellingly that emotions are central to personality development across the lifespan carol magai and jeannette
haviland jones draw on a wealth of textual and film material to forge an original empirical and theoretical analysis of the dynamics of emotion in human development for
its content the work examines the lives of three mid century psychologists carl rogers albert ellis and fritz perls each man adopted a unique stance on the question of
emotion in personality and in therapeutic interventions and tellingly the therapeutic methods they developed necessarily reflected their own emotional dynamics drawing on
the most important research in clinical social and personality psychology the authors reveal the pervasive influence of emotional organization in the lives of these
individuals having presented a new approach to personology autobiography autobiography narrative studies psychotherapy and the theory of emotions on its publication in
2002 this book is essential reading

The Works of Samuel Johnson: A dissertation upon the Greek comedy
1823

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century united states ideas of genius did more than define artistic and intellectual originality they also provided a means for
conceptualizing women s participation in a democracy that marginalized them widely distributed across print media but reaching their fullest development in literary
fiction tropes of female genius figured types of subjectivity and forms of collective experience that were capable of overcoming the existing constraints on political
life the connections between genius gender and citizenship were important not only to contests over such practical goals as women s suffrage but also to those over
national membership cultural identity and means of political transformation more generally in the genius of democracy victoria olwell uncovers the political uses of
genius challenging our dominant narratives of gendered citizenship she shows how american fiction catalyzed political models of female genius especially in the work of
louisa may alcott henry james mary hunter austin jessie fauset and gertrude stein from an american romanticism that saw genius as the ability to mediate individual desire
and collective purpose to later scientific paradigms that understood it as a pathological individual deviation that nevertheless produced cultural progress ideas of
genius provided a rich language for contests over women s citizenship feminist narratives of female genius projected desires for a modern public life open to new
participants and new kinds of collaboration even as philosophical and scientific ideas of intelligence and creativity could often disclose troubling and more regressive
dimensions elucidating how ideas of genius facilitated debates about political agency gendered identity the nature of consciousness intellectual property race and
national culture olwell reveals oppositional ways of imagining women s citizenship ways that were critical of the conceptual limits of american democracy as usual

Fragments of Genius
1980

the award winning scientist who started a revolution in the understanding of dog intelligence offers amazing new insights into the interior lives of our best and smartest
animal friends the journey began with a gut reaction when award winning scientist dr brian hare watched a chimpanzee fail to read a simple human hand gesture in an
intelligence test he blurted out my dog can do that the psychologist running the test challenged him to prove it sending hare on an odyssey to unlock the cognitive and
evolutionary mysteries of our four legged friends hare s research over the past two decades has yielded startling discoveries about how dogs think he has pioneered
studies that have proven that dogs exhibit a brand of genius for getting along with people that is unique in the animal kingdom and that when dogs domesticated themselves
around 40 000 years ago they became far more like human infants than their wolf ancestors these findings are transforming how we live and work with our canine friends and
how we understand them is your dog purposefully disobeying you probably and often behind your back should you act like top dog to maintain control no you re better off
displaying your friendliness not just to your dog but to everyone around you which breed is cleverest as it happens breed doesn t matter much though other factors do
these are just some of the extraordinary insights to be found in the genius of dogs the seminal book on how dogs evolved their unique intelligence alongside human
companions and how you can use this groundbreaking science to build a better relationship with your own dog
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The Genius of George Bernard Shaw
2020-12-04

popular children s magazine containing music enigmas charades maps stories and articles by various authors

Characteristics of Literature, illustrated by the genius of distinguished writers. Second series
1851

the legendary explorer who is said to have put yellowstone on the map both figuratively and literally ferdinand vandeveer hayden is generally credited with having
revealed the structure of western geology to both the scientific community and the public at large during the great surveys of the late nineteenth century but as a
tremendously self absorbed man an often insensitive friend and an aggressive adversary hayden was more times than not his own worst enemy this fascinating paradox is the
subject of this major biography the first ever of the man who along with george wheeler john wesley powell and clarence king conducted the great surveys of the american
west front flap

Big, Hot, Cheap, and Right
2013-04-09

this carefully crafted ebook life and genius of nathaniel hawthorne diaries letters reminiscences and extensive biographies unabridged is formatted for your ereader with
a functional and detailed table of contents nathaniel hawthorne 1804 1864 was an american novelist and short story writer his writing centers on new england many works
featuring moral allegories with a puritan inspiration his fiction works are considered to be part of dark romanticism his themes often centre on the inherent evil and sin
of humanity and his works often have moral messages and deep psychological complexity excerpt my dearest sophie i had a parting glimpse of you monday forenoon at your
window and that image abides by me looking pale and not so quiet as is your wont i have reproached myself many times since because i did not show my face and then we
should both have smiled and so our reminiscences would have been sunny instead of shadowy but i believe i was so intent on seeing you that i forgot all about the
desirableness of being myself seen content letters browne s folly a letter for the essex institute love letters to miss sophia peabody volume i ii letter to the editor of
the literary review memoirs american notebooks volume i ii english notebooks volume i ii french and italian notebooks volume i ii biographies and reminiscences of
hawthorne the life and genius of hawthorne by frank preston stearns hawthorne and his circle by julian hawthorne memories of hawthorne by rose hawthorne lathrop hawthorne
and his moses by herman melville fifty years of hawthorne four americans by henry a beers george eliot hawthorne goethe heine my literary passions by william dean howell
life of great authors by hattie tyng griswold yesterday with authors by james t field hawthorne and brook farm by george william curtis biographical sketch by george
parsons lathrop

The Strange Genius of William Burges, 'art-architect', 1827-1881
1981

who is this mark mclaughlin person and why should you read him mark whom i ve had the pleasure of publishing for nearly 20 years now is one of those unique voices in the
horror field he doesn t tread the safe or even sane path but goes off in quirky directions and he s happy to have company along the way and while he s poking around the
oddest places he finds humor in the outrageous and the unsettling vampires of course zombies definitely but these are never quite the monsters you re expecting don t take
my word for it here are some other opinions in the most devious manner mclaughlin s stories achieve a high degree of demonism by perpetuating a sinister humor at the
gallows of the human comedy thomas ligotti listen up noel coward is back salvador dali is back dylan thomas is back and they re all rolled into one in the shape of mark
mclaughlin who writes stories that are wonderfully witty surrealistic and ineffably strange absolutely fabulous if your palette is jaded come to the feast that is mark
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mclaughlin simon clark mclaughlin s tales are laugh out loud assaults on consensus reality paul di filippo asimov s reading mark mclaughlin is a little like stepping out
of the door of an airplane in mid flight the view is pretty amazing but the shock of impact may do you in gruesome funny and touching top that anybody tangent so dig in
and enjoy these 28 tales by one of the modern masters of the macabre part 1 cosmic horrors the house of the ocelot queen of the vultures the foul one lives to destroy der
fleischbrunnen a beauty treatment for mrs hamogeorgakis toadface shoggoth cacciatore mrs dakhamunzu used viol one previous owner the resurrection of nephren ka part 2
magic monsters zombies and demons adroitly wrapped why cosmo used to wear a lab smock every halloween largesse zom bee moo vee empress of the living dead ascloseasthis
scenes from a foreign horror video with zombies and tasteful nudity aunt paloma diabolical entities and how to deal with them the disciples of monidroth part 3 tales of
the surreal and the bizarre the vainglorious simulacrum of mungha sorcyllamia the astonishing secret of the king of the cats deck the halls with guacamole the revelations
of mcdeth the agony of claude bawls don t look in the little storage room behind the furnace the tale of the cat headed man the man headed dog and the lady with rats for
hands dr belmont s hiking buddy if you enjoy this ebook check out the 400 other volumes in the megapack series covering not just horror but science fiction fantasy
westerns romance and many other genres even nurse novels search your favorite ebook store for wildside press megapack to see the complete list of available titles

The Hidden Genius of Emotion
2002-09-26

this volume powerfully demonstrates the range and inexhaustible vitality of ruskin s prose and will once again become an indispensable reference for victorianists from a
range of disciplines

The Genius of Democracy
2011-05-05

the full and definitive biography of frederick law olmsted influential abolitionist ardent social reformer and conservationist and the visionary designer of central park
frederick law olmsted is arguably the most important historical figure that the average american knows the least about best remembered for his landscape architecture from
new york s central park to boston s emerald necklace to stanford university s campus olmsted was also an influential journalist early voice for the environment and
abolitionist credited with helping dissuade england from joining the south in the civil war this momentous career was shadowed by a tragic personal life also fully
portrayed here most of all he was a social reformer he didn t simply create places that were beautiful in the abstract an awesome and timeless intent stands behind
olmsted s designs allowing his work to survive to the present day with our urgent need to revitalize cities and a widespread yearning for green space his work is more
relevant now than it was during his lifetime justin martin restores olmsted to his rightful place in the pantheon of great americans

The Genius of Dogs
2013-02-01

Our Young Folks
1871
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Music
1895

The Wisdom and Genius of Shakespeare
1839

Strange Genius
1994

Emily Brontë
1883

Life and Genius of Nathaniel Hawthorne: Diaries, Letters, Reminiscences and Extensive Biographies (Unabridged)
2015-05-27

The Wisdom and Genius of Shakspeare; Comprising Moral Philosophy, Delineations of Character, Paintings of Nature
and the Passions, and Miscellaneous Pieces ... With ... Notes, and Scriptural References ... by the Rev. T. Price
1838

The Weird World of Mark McLaughlin MEGAPACK®
2020-06-20

Letters on the Character and Poetical Genius of Lord Byron
1824
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Centennial Celebration
1886

The Atlantic Monthly
1869

Ralph Waldo Emerson, His Life, Genius, and Writings
1882

21st
2001

The Genius of John Ruskin
1997

Relics of Genius
1859

Ranji
1990-01-01

Last Homes of Departed Genius
1867
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The University Magazine
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The Dublin University Magazine
1871

Dublin University, A Literary Journal and Political Journal
1871

Genius of Place
2011-05-31

The Genius of Christianity
1870

The strange genius of William Burges 'Art-Architect' 1827-1881
1981
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